We present a comprehensive review of recent developments in the field of chiral plasmonics. Significant advances have been made recently in understanding the working principles of chiral plasmonic structures. With advances in micro-and nanofabrication techniques, a variety of chiral plasmonic nanostructures have been experimentally realized; these tailored chiroptical properties vastly outperform those of their molecular counterparts. We focus on chiral plasmonic nanostructures created using bottom-up approaches, which not only allow for rational design and fabrication but most intriguingly in many cases also enable dynamic manipulation and tuning of chiroptical responses. We first discuss plasmon-induced chirality, resulting from the interaction of chiral molecules with plasmonic excitations. Subsequently, we discuss intrinsically chiral colloids, which give rise to optical chirality owing to their chiral shapes. Finally, we discuss plasmonic chirality, achieved by arranging achiral plasmonic particles into handed configurations on static or active templates. Chiral plasmonic nanostructures are very promising candidates for real-life applications owing to their significantly larger optical chirality than natural molecules. In addition, chiral plasmonic nanostructures offer engineerable and dynamic chiroptical responses, which are formidable to achieve in molecular systems. We thus anticipate that the field of chiral plasmonics will attract further widespread attention in applications ranging from enantioselective analysis to chiral sensing, structural determination, and in situ ultrasensitive detection of multiple disease biomarkers, as well as optical monitoring of transmembrane transport and intracellular metabolism.
INTRODUCTION
Man is eager to understand the properties of matter and also strives to manipulate matter at will. For centuries, alchemists and scientists have endeavored to control and tailor the properties of matter. Many sophisticated techniques have been invented over time, including deposition, etching, doping, synthesis, and self-assembly. One of the most striking material properties of matter is visual appearance, that is, its reflectivity, absorptivity, and most importantly its color. Among the earliest examples of tailored visual appearances is colored glass. Some colored glass was later discovered to contain nano-sized gold (Au) particles. Such glass, coined cranberry glass, represents one of the earliest man-made nanostructured materials-obviously unknown at the time.
The origin of the colors lies in the absorption and scattering behavior of the metal nanoparticles in glass (1) . When light impinges on a metal particle of a few tens of nanometers in diameter, collective oscillations of the quasi-free conduction electrons are excited with respect to the ionic background. One terms this resonant excitation a plasmon or, more accurately, a plasmon polariton (2) . What makes plasmons so special? On one hand, the metal particles can be good scatters and absorbers when interacting with light. On the other hand, the plasmonic resonance position, that is, the position of the most efficient scattering or absorption, can be tuned via the size, material, and surroundings of the particle (3). Thus, metal nanoparticles can be manipulated to exhibit bright and vivid colors, given their plasmonic resonances are in the visible wavelength range.
What makes plasmonic resonances more interesting is their ability to interact with each other. The harmonic oscillations of the conduction electrons give rise to plasmonic near-fields, regions of strong localized electromagnetic fields within subwavelength volumes (4, 5) . When the local fields of adjacent nanoparticles overlap, coupling among the particles is mediated. In direct analogy to molecular hybridization and the formation of shared orbitals, the plasmonic resonances of adjacent particles can mix and hybridize, giving rise to collective resonant modes spanning the entire structure (6) . The extraordinary number of possible coupling scenarios offers myriad schemes to design plasmonic nanostructures with tailored optical properties (7) .
In the last decades, advances in micro-and nanotechnologies have enabled unprecedented opportunities to create complex plasmonic nanostructures according to a designer's wish. Top-down techniques, such as electron-beam lithography (8) , focused ion beam etching (9) , and direct laser writing (10) , excel in realization of structural arrays and layered interfaces, whereas bottom-up 
PLASMON-INDUCED CHIRALITY

Theoretical Background
CD signals from natural chiral molecules are typically very weak and occur in the UV spectral range (150-300 nm) (22) . Considerable effort has been devoted to enhancing the CD signals of chiral molecules, as well as to bringing chiroptical responses to the visible and near-infrared regions. The local near-fields generated by a metal nanoparticle upon light illumination can mediate the interaction of the particle and a chiral molecule placed in close proximity. In this case, a new CD line is induced and occurs near the plasmonic resonance position of the metal nanoparticle. This is termed plasmon-induced chirality (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . Theoretically, the CD responses of a hybrid system containing a chiral molecule and a metal nanoparticle (see Figure 1a) can be written as (32) CD total = CD molecule + CD plasmon-induced , 1 .
where CD molecule and CD plasmon-induced are the CD signals from the differential dissipations of LCP and RCP light inside the molecule and the metal nanoparticle, respectively. The molecular CD PC70CH13_Liu
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Here, we use SI units. E 0 and ε 0 are the incident electric field and matrix permittivity, respectively. The molecule is described by its electric and magnetic transition dipole moments, denoted using µ 12 and m 21 , respectively. The initial absorption line shape of the molecule is described by the energy, ω 0 , and broadening Г of the molecular transition. The operatorP is the matrix of the nearfield enhancement at the position of the chiral molecule. The plasmonic near-field enhancement decreases as the distance between the molecule and metal surface increases. In the dipolar limit of the molecule-plasmon interaction, the plasmonic enhancement matrix is proportional to a 3 /d 3 , where a and d are the nanoparticle size and the separation between the molecule and the metal surface, respectively (32) .
The second term in Equation 1 strongly depends on the shape and size of the metal nanoparticle. It can be explicitly expressed only for simple cases, such as for small spherical nanoparticles with dipolar approximations. In general, this term can be written as (32)
3.
Here ε metal is the dielectric function of the metal. The operatorK describes the interactions between the molecule and the plasmonic near-fields. The resonant factor, f resonant , which strongly depends on the size and shape of the nanoparticle, describes the plasmonic enhancement in the metal. Importantly, the hot spot generated between two metal nanoparticles can be exploited to amplify the plasmonic near-field enhancement (Figure 1b) . Figure 1c shows an example of the plasmon-induced CD from a silver (Ag) dimer. Both the molecular CD lines and the plasmoninduced CD lines are excited. Specifically, compared with the molecular CD, the plasmon-induced CD responses shift to longer wavelengths and are much stronger. It should be noted that the orientation of the electric dipole of the molecule considerably influences the amplitude of the plasmon-induced CD in an anisotropic system. In this case, the strongest plasmon-induced CD occurs, when the molecule dipole µ 12 is perpendicular to the metal surface. The plasmon-induced CD drops to approximately one-quarter of the strongest value when averaged over the dipole orientations, as shown in Figure 1c .
The near-field theory of the plasmon-induced CD can be applied to cases in which the metal particles are much smaller compared with the operating wavelength of light, so that retardation effects are negligible (i.e., the spatial changes of the light phase within the nanoparticles are very small). However, the retardation should be included as a perturbation (34) . It is noteworthy that the near-field effects alone are not sufficient to produce nonzero CD signals for randomly oriented complexes in a solution, because the CD effect involves a magnetic dipole moment of a chiral object (a molecule or a nanocrystal). Therefore, the CD effect requires the inclusion of the magnetic field of light (35) . Strong retardation effects appear in large metal structures, which are comparable to or larger than the wavelength of light. In this case, the CD responses must be calculated by solving the full Maxwell's equations (34, 36) . For a chiral medium, the constitutive relations can be written as (34, 36) . where ε = ε(ω, r) is the permittivity, ξ c (ω, r) describes the chiral property of the medium, and μ is the permeability. For nonmagnetic materials, such as Au, Ag, and chiral molecules, μ = 1. In general, one can identify two major mechanisms in hybrid nanostructures incorporating metal particles and chiral media: the strong near-field plasmon-induced CD and the far-field electromagnetic CD (34, 36) . The first mechanism depends critically on the anisotropy of a plasmonmolecular complex; for example, for spherically symmetric structures, it can be weak. The second mechanism gives rise to strong CD signals in large nanostructures in which the retardation effects govern the optical responses and the light-matter interaction. This mechanism can be calculated analytically (34, 36).
Experimental Realizations
Attaching chiral ligands on the surfaces of achiral metal nanoparticles is an efficient and convenient route to chemically acquiring optical chirality in the visible spectral range (32, 33, (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) . To achieve strong CD from such complexes, metal particles with different morphologies, including nanorods (NRs) (42) and nanocubes (43) , have been employed owing to their pronounced plasmonic resonances. Chiral molecules such as cysteines (44), peptides (45) (46) (47) (48) , and DNA (49) can be bound to the surfaces of metal particles by noncovalent or covalent interactions. The chiroptical responses of the complexes can be precisely tuned through rational control of the chiral ligands on the particle surfaces (50, 51) . For instance, di Gregorio et al. (52) reported Ag nanocubes capped with glutathione, showing drastic CD changes upon slightly lowering the pH from 5 to 4.5 (see Figure 2a) . A chemical effect of catalyzing the formation of diglutathione took place at lower pH, resulting in such CD changes. In addition, the orientations of the chiral ligands on the particle surfaces can also have a significant impact on the chiroptical properties. Lu et al. (53) demonstrated discrete Au/Ag core-shell nanocubes surface functionalized with DNA. The authors studied molecular alignment effects of the DNA on the particle surfaces by changing the ionic strength of the solution. When the ionic strength was 0 (deionized water), a plasmon-induced CD of approximately 5 mdeg was observed. In this case, the authors interpreted that the DNA molecules were aligned perpendicular to the particle surfaces owing to their electrostatic repulsion. In contrast, when the salt concentration was increased, the resulting random DNA orientations led to the observed gradual decrease of the CD responses. When the ionic strength was increased using 0.1 M PBS, the resulting CD value was less than 0.5 mdeg and could hardly be identified. Plasmon-induced chirality can be effectively enhanced when the chiral ligands are in close proximity of the particle surface (33) . In a newly developed strategy, chiral ligands have been embedded within core-shell structures through multistep metallization processes. For example, Hou et al. (54) optimized the optical chirality of cysteine-modified AuNRs via Ag coating. The entrapment of cysteines at the Au-Ag interface amplified the localized electromagnetic fields around the ligands, producing a large enhancement of the CD responses from no obvious signals to nearly 60 mdeg. Lan & Wang (55) demonstrated a similar approach with Ag shell coating on DNAcapped AuNRs. In these morphologically diverse core-shell structures, the plasmon-induced CD was readily manipulated over a broad spectral range by simply controlling the shape anisotropy of the building blocks. Wu et al. (56) reported hybrid Au core-DNA-Ag shell nanoparticles with strong and tunable CD using cytosine-rich single-stranded DNA as a guiding template for subsequent Ag shell growth, in which the largest CD value could reach more than 100 mdeg (see Figure 2b) . In another work (57) , authors from the same group fabricated Au-gap-Ag quasispherical architectures with interior nano-bridged gaps filled with cysteines (see Figure 2c) . The plasmon-induced CD from the structures was tailored by carefully adjusting the nano-gap distance and ligand density. Apart from organic and biological chiral molecules, inorganic chiral materials can also couple with metal nanoparticles to form hybrid complexes (58). Liu et al. (59) showed a typical example by coupling chiral mesoporous silica (CMS) with AuNRs, as shown in Figure 2d ,e. The authors synthesized AuNR-CMS core-shell structures with distinct CD signatures in the visible spectral range, the intensities of which could reach more than 10 mdeg (see Figure 2e) , arising from the interactions between the AuNRs and the chiral molecules in the mesopores of the silica shells.
Besides discrete nanostructures, plasmon-induced chirality has also been achieved in large assemblies in which nanoparticles were linked together by chiral molecules (60, 61) . cholate molecules placed in the regions between the nanoparticles, where the plasmonic nearfields were localized. Kneer et al. (64) studied the role of the interparticle distance on CD transfer efficiency. The authors assembled Au and Ag nanoparticles on DNA origami, which allowed for precise tuning of structural geometries. It is noteworthy that large assemblies created by chiral molecule-linked plasmonic nanoparticles may also exhibit pure plasmonic chirality, resulting from the handed arrangements of the metal particles. The CD responses associated with plasmonic chirality occur at similar spectral positions and in general are much stronger than plasmon-induced chirality (65), thus making the latter difficult to differentiate.
INTRINSICALLY CHIRAL COLLOIDS
Chiroptical responses can also be generated from metal nanoparticles that are intrinsically chiral. When interacting with light, the excited plasmonic modes can span the entire chiral nanoparticle. Therefore, the CD strength and line shape can be readily manipulated by tuning the geometry of the particle itself. Figure 3a depicts an interesting example studied theoretically. A spherical particle is deformed with a ridge running in a spiral fashion around the particle surface (41) . Similarly, one can create a spiral slit cut into the particle. Such a structure is called a twister, and its counterpart is called an antitwister. The chiroptical responses arise from the mixing of the particle plasmon modes of different orders arising from rather small geometrical distortions. The mode formation is complex and sensitively depends on the particle geometry. In general, the resulting chiroptical responses are quite weak if the geometrical distortions are small. One can increase the chiroptical responses by introducing larger particle deformations. Figure 3b shows experimental CD data from plasmonic nanohelices (66) . The nanohelices were fabricated using a sophisticated evaporation scheme, called glancing angle deposition, which allowed for creation of high-quality chiral plasmonic structures with full control over handedness and geometric properties. The excited plasmonic modes had a very strong chiral nature. The measured CD spectra underpinned this expectation. A molar ellipticity of ∼10 9 (M cm) −1 was determined experimentally. Excellent mirror symmetry for left-and right-handed (LH and RH) nanohelices was observed, as shown in Figure 3b . A strategy to synthesize chiral Au nanoparticles in the presence of amino acids and peptides was developed recently (see Figure 3c) (67) . The synthesis was based on enantioselective interactions between the inorganic surfaces and the chiral molecules, which led to the formation of kink sites in the nanoparticles during growth. Welltailored chiroptical responses were observed, as shown in Figure 3d , with CD values in the range of 0.5 deg.
Enantioselective control of lattice and shape chirality could also be achieved in inorganic nanostructures made of tellurium (68) . The chiroptical responses of these tellurium nanocrystals were from two origins, atomic lattice and mesoscale shape. First, the tellurium nanocrystals were of a chiral atomic space group, either P3 1 21 or its enantiomorph P3 2 21. Second, the overall chiral shapes could be controlled in the presence of chiral biomolecules, for example, cysteine or glutathione, leading to CD responses on the order of 30 mdeg. The authors interpreted that the chiroptical responses mainly originated from the shape of the nanoparticle and that the crystal structure played a secondary role. The chiroptical responses could be further amplified by using the tellurium structures as templates to deposit Ag or Au.
PLASMONIC CHIRALITY
Theoretical Background
Plasmonic nanostructures composed of individual nanoparticles arranged in chiral geometries can exhibit strong plasmonic chirality in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions (69) . shows an example of such systems. Spherical and thus achiral nanoparticles are organized in a helical frame. The plasmonic modes of the individual particles interact via their respective electromagnetic fields to generate collective modes of the entire structure. The dipolar limit applies when the size of the metal nanoparticle a is smaller compared with the interparticle distance R. In this case, the resulting plasmonic CD obeys the following relation (69):
These high power orders clearly elucidate that the strength of the plasmonic CD significantly depends on the nanoparticle size and the distance between them. are averaged-over orientations of the nanohelices. Clear bisignate spectral profiles are observed. Interestingly, the sign of the bisignate shape can be largely influenced by the number of particles in the helix. At first sight, this is counterintuitive, as the handedness of the plasmonic helices does not change, and thus the sign should not change. However, when the particle number in each nanohelix is small, the sign of the bisignate shape in the orientation-averaged spectra can be very sensitive to the particle number, shape, and size of the helix if the helix has a relatively short pitch (69) . In fact, the CD spectrum can flip with addition of just one nanoparticle (see Figure 4b) . 314 Urban et al. This results from the formation of hot spots between some of the nanoparticles in the helical assembly with a relatively small pitch (69) . When the pitch of the plasmonic helix is comparable with its diameter, the flipping of sign of the CD may not appear, and the CD signal can be stable as the number of nanoparticles in the helix increases (70, 71) . Plasmonic CD in the tetrahedral and pyramidal assemblies of four nanoparticles was also critically dependent on the details of the structures (72) . Figure 4c presents another interesting chiral arrangement. Here, four spherical particles of two different sizes are organized in an asymmetric tetramer frame (73) . In contrast to the particle helices shown in Figure 4a , the handedness of the tetramer structure is less obvious and is caused by a shift of the lower smaller particle out of the symmetric position, therefore breaking mirror symmetry. What is interesting in this configuration is the possibility to invert the handedness of the structure via subtle conformation changes. As long as the lower small particle crosses the mirror plane, the handedness of the structure flips, and so does the sign of the bisignate shape of the CD responses (Figure 4d) . In this case, the sign of the CD spectrum is indeed an indication of the structure handedness.
Experimental Realizations
In this section, we discuss various experiments conducted using different self-assembly techniques, including chiral templates, self-assembly with discrete DNA strands, and DNA origami templates.
Chiral templates.
Templating is one powerful strategy to organize metal nanoparticles into chiral plasmonic assemblies (74) (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) . Useful chiral templates, including biomacromolecules (80-82) and polymers (83) (84) (85) (86) , can be exploited to pattern a variety of plasmonic building blocks to achieve chiral nanostructures (87) (88) (89) . In general, the template-guiding scheme can produce largescale plasmonic nanostructures with strong chiral responses. In some cases, the contribution owing to plasmon-induced chirality from interactions between the chiral templates and metal nanoparticles, as discussed in Section 2, might also be present (65) . In other words, the resulting CD often possesses a complex origin from both exciton-plasmon and plasmon-plasmon interactions. However, in most cases, the overall chiroptical responses are dominated by plasmonic chirality owing to its much larger strength compared with that of plasmon-induced chirality (details can be found in the theoretical discussion in Sections 2.1 and 4.1). In the following, we thus focus only on the contribution from plasmonic chirality.
Rosi's group (90-94) reported peptide-templated chiral assembly of Au nanoparticles and constructed a series of helical superstructures. In the first step, rationally designed peptides were assembled to form chain-like helices as frameworks. Au nanoparticles were then synthesized at the Au-binding sites on the peptides via in situ reduction. The conjugation sites played a dual role in this methodology: anchoring the Au species for Au nanoparticle nucleation and growth and directing the helical assembly of the as-formed Au nanoparticles. Both LH and RH double-helical arrays with tunable particle sizes were obtained via alteration of the peptide templates and reduction conditions. Strong and tunable CD signals were observed from these superstructures. The experimental procedure was further optimized in recent work shown in Figure 5a (95) . Chemical modification of the conjugation sites led to the formation of Au nanoparticle single-helical arrays, which exhibited the highest CD responses among the peptide-directed assemblies.
Another template with organogelators has also been widely exploited for in situ preparation of chiral plasmonic nanostructures (96, 97) . In coordination with noble metal ions such as Au(III) and Ag(I), the designed organogelators were turned into gels through a sol-gel transition process. Au and Ag chiral superstructures and large-scale films templated by the gels were formed by subsequent in situ reduction of the ions. In addition, CMS, a more rigid template, was used for the synthesis of chiral plasmonic materials (98-101). Xie & Che (102) reported Ag nanowire arrays supported by CMS with a distinct multihelix through in situ synthesis in the mesopores, which possessed distinct CD responses originating from the interactions between the Ag nanowires. The as-synthesized metal nanoparticles can also be directly absorbed onto chiral templates. In particular, liquid crystalline polymers offer a broad family of such templates that can be used to efficiently guide the construction of chiral plasmonic assemblies (103) (104) (105) (106) nanocrystals, which show rodlike morphologies, are considered as representative materials among them (107) . For example, a chiral nematic phase with orientational order was formed via aggregation of the anisotropic cellulose nanocrystals. Thin films of these cellulose nanocrystals offer host sites for assembling guest nanoparticles with orientational control (108) (109) (110) . After the introduction of plasmonic building blocks, the host-guest composites showed distinct CD, much stronger than that from the templates themselves. Chu et al. (111) reported Au nanoparticle chiral assemblies loaded on free-standing cellulose nanocrystal films. These host-guest composites exhibited not only tunable and switchable CD responses but also unique angle-dependent plasmon resonance properties. Moreover, ultralong Ag nanowires were used as building blocks (112) . The authors realized tunable chiral distribution of the aligned Ag nanowires with long-range order through the cellulose nanocrystal liquid crystal-mediated realignment. It is noteworthy that chiral organizations of anisotropic nanoparticles such as nanowires and NRs usually display more pronounced CD responses when compared with their spherical counterparts, owing to their larger resonance dipole moments. Querejeta-Fernández et al. (113) demonstrated a similar system, in which AuNRs were loaded on cellulose nanocrystal films to generate chiral plasmonic complexes. Later, the authors tuned the chiroptical properties using AuNRs with different aspect ratios and different types of cellulose nanocrystals, as shown in Figure 5b (114) . Nanocubes containing octahedral Au cores and Ag shells were integrated in these chiral films as well. Apart from cellulose nanocrystals, other cholesteric liquid crystals were also used as chiral templates. Wang et al. (115) reported an AuNR/CTAB/lipid, a chiral hybrid superstructure in which the AuNRs were well dispersed on a CTAB/lipid supramolecular template (see Figure 5c ). Strong chiral responses were achieved owing to the helical alignment of AuNRs in the CTAB/lipid nanoribbons. Similar to a molecular liquid crystalline phase, helical geometries of the AuNR superstructures and the resulting CD responses showed interesting temperature dependence.
Expanding the scale of the plasmonic assemblies is an efficient approach for acquiring stronger CD, as more intense coupling effects can take place among the metal nanoparticles. As shown in Figure 5d , Liz-Marzán's group (116) demonstrated AuNR superstructures templated by chiral fibers. Specifically, AuNRs were adsorbed onto the supramolecular fiber scaffolds with twisted morphologies through particular noncovalent interactions to form 3D helical ordering. These remarkable composites possessed lengths of up to micrometers. The AuNRs on the fibers were strongly coupled owing to their nearly end-to-end arrangement. As a result, giant chiral responses, as well as unprecedented levels of anisotropy factors from the visible to the near-infrared regime, were observed from the superstructures (see Figure 5e) . Additionally, the CD signals and the anisotropy factors of the composites could be precisely tailored via tuning of the AuNR concentration. In a recent work, Kim et al. (117) realized chiral plasmonic composites using macroscale templates (see Figure 5f ). Exploited as templates, macroscale elastic poly(dimethylsiloxane) substrates were conformally coated with layer-by-layer assembled Au nanoparticle films. The substrates were mechanically twisted in opposite directions to form LH and RH structures, respectively. The chiral responses could be reversibly reconfigured and cyclically modulated through mechanical stretching. The layered composites of Au nanoparticles exhibited strong CD with values up to 300 mdeg, showing distinct features around the plasmonic resonance positions.
4.2.2.
Self-assembly with discrete DNA strands. Among a variety of materials for selfassembly, DNA is one of the most attractive candidates owing to its high degree of programmability and sequence specificity. The research field of structural DNA nanotechnology makes use of the highly sequence-specific interactions between complementary DNA strands to create DNA nanostructures that can be programmed in a rational manner. This has allowed for the realization of chiral plasmonic nanostructures assembled by discrete numbers of DNA strands. In such assemblies, the distances among the particles can be tuned by the lengths of the DNA linkers.
Kotov and coworkers (118) demonstrated pyramidal groupings of four different constituents including two Au nanoparticles, one Ag nanoparticle, and a quantum dot using DNA (Figure 6a) . By precisely controlling the DNA strand number on the particles, Au nanoparticle dimer formation was achieved with high yield. In a second step, pyramids with four different constituents were assembled out of two nanoparticle dimers. Introduction of constituents with different sizes led to symmetry breaking. The structures displayed CD responses in the visible spectral range. The three different features in the CD spectrum from 350 to 550 nm could be attributed to the plasmonic excitations of the Au and Ag nanoparticles and the optical transitions of quantum dots. In addition, Kotov and coworkers (27) developed a protocol based on polymerase chain reaction to detect attomolar concentrations of DNA via CD spectroscopy. AuNRs were modified with DNA primers and acted as monomers or building blocks for the assembly of chiral nanostructures. The polymerase chain reaction was used to elongate the primers, which were then able to form larger assemblies. By controlling the DNA-primer modification on the AuNRs to be at either the AuNR ends or sides, the authors showed either end-to-end or side-by-side assembly of the AuNRs (Figure 6b) . Side-by-side-assembled structures showed optical activity (Figure 6c) . Twisting of the AuNRs with respect to each other broke the symmetry of the parallel assemblies. As a result, clear CD signals were observed from the dimers with values up to 60 mdeg. The enantiomeric preference was due to the twisting of the DNA linkers as well as the minimal energy conformation of the two charged AuNRs, which were nonparallel. In 2012, Li et al. (119) demonstrated reversible switching of plasmonic CD by thermal control (Figure 6d) . The chiral structures were formed by AuNRs upon cooling and disassembled into individual AuNRs upon heating. With this approach the authors showed a simple strategy to switch plasmonic CD. However, the number and orientations of the AuNRs in the assembly were not controllable. Wu et al. (120) realized a well-defined structure switching based on geometrical reconfiguration of the linker strands. The authors engineered a propeller-like chiral tetramer of four nanoparticles: a central upconversion nanoparticle surrounded by three AuNRs. The distance between the upconversion nanoparticle and the AuNRs was tuned via DNA hairpins in the linker strands that could be opened and closed. The fluorescence and chiropical response of the system were highly controllable. Assembly with discrete DNA strands is a successful strategy to assemble chiral plasmonic structures with a small number of particles. Nevertheless, the complexity of the structures that can be assembled by this approach is still limited.
DNA origami templates.
The breakthrough in structural DNA nanotechnology came with a concept called DNA origami, which involves the folding of a long DNA scaffold strand by hundreds of designed short oligonucleotides (121) . The so-called staple oligonucleotides are hybridized to the DNA scaffold through Watson-Crick base pairing to create arbitrary 2D or 3D nanostructures. Because the positions of the staples within the DNA origami are predetermined, the formed DNA nanostructure is fully addressable. Functionalization of DNA origami is enabled by capture strands that extend from the DNA origami. This allows for DNA origami assembly of metal nanoparticles, quantum dots, fluorescent dyes, and other entities. Compared with other assembly strategies based on discrete DNA strands (27, (118) (119) (120) (122) (123) (124) (125) (126) (127) (128) , the DNA origami approach offers several major advantages. The folding is more robust against imperfections in the stoichiometry of the individual DNA strands, and the formed DNA origami template is more rigid, enabling nanoparticle assemblies with defined configurations.
Yan and coworkers (129) were the first to assemble multiple Au nanoparticles on DNA origami, which has inspired researchers to step beyond simple plasmonic geometries such as dimers and trimers. In 2012, Kuzyk et al. (71) demonstrated the experimental realization of chiral plasmonic nanostructures. The authors created Au nanoparticle helices that exhibited designated chiroptical properties. The Au nanoparticles were wound around a rigid DNA origami bundle in both handednesses (Figure 7a) . The helical arrangements of the Au nanoparticles gave rise to characteristic bisignate CD spectra centered at the resonance frequency of the individual nanoparticles (Figure 7b) . To increase the CD signal strength, electroless metal depositions with Ag and Au were carried out. CD signals up to 150 mdeg were achieved. This corresponds to a molar CD of ∼10 8 (M cm) −1 , which is still one order smaller than the CD responses obtained from the nanohelices in Figure 3b . Shen et al. (130) also demonstrated the formation of Au nanoparticle helices using DNA origami. A 2D rectangular DNA origami was first used to organize Au nanoparticles precisely at well-defined binding sites along two linear chains. Au nanoparticle helices were then achieved by rolling and stapling the origami sheets into tubes.
Shen et al. (131) provided a detailed study of the essential ingredients for achieving strong plasmonic chirality. The authors used a rigid addressable DNA origami template to precisely organize four nominally identical Au nanoparticles into a 3D asymmetric tetramer. They demonstrated that both structural asymmetry and plasmonic resonant coupling were required for achieving (134) . In addition, it is possible to create a 3D chiral nanostructure using only two identical AuNRs (135) (136) (137) (138) . Nevertheless, assembly of AuNRs on DNA origami with a high yield is considerably more challenging than assembly of isotropic nanoparticles, which are not orientation dependent. Lan et al. (139) reported AuNR crosses with controlled interparticle distance and spatial orientations on rectangular bifacial DNA origami (see Figure 7c ). Tuning the docking positions of the AuNRs allowed for the realization of LH and RH plasmonic nanostructures. The authors subsequently demonstrated helical AuNR superstructures with tailored plasmonic chirality in a programmable manner (140) . By designing the arrangement pattern of the DNA capture strands on both sides of a 2D DNA origami template, AuNRs were assembled into NR helices with intercalated origami. LH and RH AuNR helices were fabricated by tuning the mirrored-symmetric patterns of the capture strands on the origami.
Efforts have also been devoted to controlling the positions of single-stranded DNA on Au nanoparticles (141). Zhang et al. (142) recently combined the advantage of the DNA origami technique and the assembly strategy of discrete DNA strands. By attaching an Au nanoparticle to a set of patterned DNA strands on origami, the positions of the strands on the Au nanoparticle could be controlled. Subsequent detachment of the modified Au nanoparticle allowed for assembly with additional Au nanoparticles to form chiral plasmonic nanostructures. The authors demonstrated great control over the chirality of pyramidal nanoparticle groupings.
The most unique feature of the DNA origami technique lies in the possibility to reconfigure the assembled plasmonic architectures (143) (144) (145) . This gives rise to dynamic optical responses. Compared with the systems discussed in Figures 5f and 6d , the DNA origami-based dynamic structures offer greater control over geometrical reconfigurations. When designing dynamic nanoscale devices, three important requirements must be considered. First, an efficient energy input for triggering reconfiguration of the device is crucial. Second, the reversibility of the conformational changes should be ensured. Last but not least is the ability to monitor the nanoscale reconfiguration and to translate it into tailorable functionalities. Kuzyk et al. (146) demonstrated reconfigurable chiral plasmonic nanostructures, which executed DNA-regulated conformational changes at the nanoscale (see Figure 7d ). Owing to their strong optical response and anisotropic nature, AuNRs are excellent candidates for the realization of plasmonic architectures with distinct and tailored optical functionalities. By adding specifically designed DNA fuel strands, the plasmonic nanostructures could be switched between different conformational states characterized by distinct CD spectra. The same authors also extended the concept to realize a light-driven chiral plasmonic system (147). Kuzyk et al. (148) recently reported the realization of chiral plasmonic nanostructures, which could respond to a wide range of pH changes. The introduction of pH-sensitive DNA locks as active sites allowed for selective reconfiguration of different plasmonic species coexisting in solution through simple pH tuning. steps were in situ monitored by CD spectroscopy (see Figure 7f ). The key idea was to design a plasmonic coupling scheme in which a walker and a stator constituted a conformationally sensitive geometry. In the plasmonically coupled system, the stepwise movements of the AuNR walker triggered immediate spectral responses that could be tracked optically. This design enabled the discrimination of stepwise walking with step size far below the optical diffraction limit in real time. Urban et al. (150) further advanced the system and showed a plasmonic walker couple system, in which two NR walkers could independently or simultaneously perform stepwise walking powered by DNA hybridization along the same DNA origami track to achieve dynamic chiral response changes.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have summarized recent advances in the field of chiral plasmonic nanostructures created via synthesis methodologies. First, localization of chiral molecules in close proximity to achiral metal nanoparticles can lead to plasmon-induced chirality, shifting the observation window of molecular CD from the UV to visible frequencies while simultaneously enhancing its strength. Plasmoninduced chirality is very sensitive to the orientation of the molecules with respect to the metal particle surfaces. Thus, random orientations of molecules attached to metal nanoparticles may result in diminishing CD. This calls for more comprehensive theoretical understanding to select appropriate chiral molecules, as well as to identify optimized placement and orientation of the molecules on the particle surfaces. Simultaneously, this also fuels the urge to further develop chemical synthesis schemes to control the placements and orientations according to the theoretical blueprints. Plasmon-induced chirality is suited to optically probe attachment of biological molecules, such as proteins and DNA, for in situ structural determination, chiral sensing, and recognition or separation of chiral molecules. Second, advanced synthesis strategies have enabled the realization of intrinsically chiral colloids. Such nanoparticles possess chiroptical responses that can be tuned by manipulating their shapes and sizes. The resulting CD is thus a very sensitive tool to characterize the morphology and size dispersion of the 3D nanostructures in a solution. Again, understanding the origin of chirality in such colloidal particles is very beneficial to further explore the applications of chiral particles for, e.g., chiral analysis and separation.
Third, the assembly of achiral metal nanoparticles into chiral plasmonic nanostructures follows two major routes. One lies in the attachment of metal particles on chiral hosts, e.g., peptides, nanocrystalline cellulose, surfactant mixtures, or polymeric films. Although control over structural geometries is limited, this approach allows for production of chiral plasmonic materials of large quantities. However, more endeavors must be carried out to achieve well-controlled and better-defined structural morphologies for high-yield preparation and the possibility of scalable synthesis. On the other hand, DNA self-assembly offers tremendous control over structural geometries, as well as accurate positioning of metal nanoparticles in chiral frames. In particular, dynamic DNA nanotechnology enables 3D reconfiguration of plasmonic nanostructures, giving rise to dynamic chiral response changes. Such chiral plasmonic architectures can be engineered to undergo geometrical reconfiguration triggered by a wealth of stimuli, thus enabling a new route for dynamic sensing of molecules and entities. With a proven set of theoretical modeling tools and a variety of successful synthetic approaches, the field of chiral plasmonics is in a promising position to create solutions to long-standing challenges in enantioselective catalysis, ultrasensitive detection of multiple disease biomarkers, and optical monitoring of transmembrane transport and intracellular metabolism.
